The synoptic scale shows COSMO-DE reanalysis simulation over central Europe with a 2.8 km grid resolution. The COSMO-DE model is the current operational weather model of the German Weather Service (DWD). At this scale, the flow field is strongly influenced by global-scale features, the land-sea interaction, and orography. This is visually apparent when comparing the flow structures over the Alpine region (bottom region) and the Northern coastline (top region). At this day, additional flow separation takes place at the central region over Germany, triggered by a rain front passing from south-west to north east. The detail region shows the coastal region shared by Germany and Poland, highlighting separating flow features in this area. At the mesoscale, a semi-idealized large eddy simulation (LES) is shown for the area around Julich, Germany . It uses boundary forcing from the COSMO-DE model with a spatial resolution of 50 m. Such small-scale, high-resolution models are used to parameterize larger domain simulations. At this scale, turbulence features (such as convective plumes and updraft cells) can be fully resolved and simulated directly. The presented overview shows a convective cell developing at the top-left area, creating a strong, separating updraft with visible intake region around the cell. The detail view highlights the detailed features compared to the synoptic simulations.
The synoptic scale shows COSMO-DE reanalysis simulation over central Europe with a 2.8 km grid resolution. The COSMO-DE model is the current operational weather model of the German Weather Service (DWD). At this scale, the flow field is strongly influenced by global-scale features, the land-sea interaction, and orography. This is visually apparent when comparing the flow structures over the Alpine region (bottom region) and the Northern coastline (top region). At this day, additional flow separation takes place at the central region over Germany, triggered by a rain front passing from south-west to north east. The detail region shows the coastal region shared by Germany and Poland, highlighting separating flow features in this area.
The 100 km Scale (mesoscale)
longitudal range: 0 km to 48 km, 960 grid cells latitudal range: 0 km to 48 km, 960 grid cells height: 0 km to 13 km, 144 grid cells
At the mesoscale, a semi-idealized large eddy simulation (LES) is shown for the area around Julich, Germany . It uses boundary forcing from the COSMO-DE model with a spatial resolution of 50 m. Such small-scale, high-resolution models are used to parameterize larger domain simulations. At this scale, turbulence features (such as convective plumes and updraft cells) can be fully resolved and simulated directly. The presented overview shows a convective cell developing at the top-left area, creating a strong, separating updraft with visible intake region around the cell. The detail view highlights the detailed features compared to the synoptic simulations.
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The smallest scale represents a cloud-topped boundary layer (CTBL) simulation using the UCLA-LES model [3] . The simulation represents a finite-size domain at 25 m spatial resolution under idealized conditions: It uses double-periodic boundary conditions and homogeneous surface forcing, while large-scale information is taken from the COSMO-DE model. Similar to the previous scale, the purpose is to study the detailed cloud dynamics at very high resolutions for sub-scale parametrization of synoptic simulations. Convective flow patterns (e.g. separating plumes visible in the FTLE field) are of central interest since they are tightly coupled with cloud production and flow interaction processes.
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